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on figure 1 the teeth of the gear pair are labeled and inside the teeth, their
length and space apart is labeled. they also have a number and letter labeling.
what you can see is that the letter is the number of teeth, and the number is the
number of teeth in a single gear. the letter comes in three flavors d for double, t
for triple and p for quad. the letter d is for double, t for triple, and p for quad.
you can figure out the other types of gears by knowing that if you have a d tooth
then you have a d letter, so you have two d teeth. if you have a t tooth then you
have a t letter, so you have three t teeth. and if you have a p tooth then you
have a p letter, so you have four p teeth. finally, the two teeth are also labeled
(right and left). they are also labeled by number and letter and by the tooth
number. you can figure out how the letter and number labeling works by
knowing that the tooth on the right of the letter has the same number as the
letter, and the tooth on the left of the letter has the same letter as the letter. the
numbers and letters are critical for figuring out the correct spacing between the
gears. they are also critical to figuring out the correct center distance of the
gears. so lets say you have two gears of the same letter and number
combination. lets say you have two gears of a d pair, you can find the center
distance between them by subtracting the number of teeth on the right of the
first from the number of teeth on the right of the second. so in this case the left
side has two d teeth, and the right side has two d teeth. the center distance is
two teeth, so two spaces. so it would be two teeth between the gears, which is
correct. so you should know that the center distance between two gears of the
same letter and number combination is 2 teeth. and since the letter and number
labels are equivalent, you can also use them to find the center distance.
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get the necessary tools and materials youll need to make gears such as a
handheld caliper, a small piece of wood, a large piece of paper, pen, pencil and a
stack of cardstock. once you have what you need, it's time to start designing the

gears. for the design itself, it can be very simple. just put the tooth profile in a
shape you like using a program like inkscape. make sure to keep it simple, it

doesnt need to be anything special, just let your artistic side shine.now, import
the design into a cad package of your choice. here at agma we recommend a

program called cad app recommendations. most of the time youll be using it to
cut a template, so this is a good place to start. once you have your template you
can use it to make an original gear blank. for this project, we wanted to make a

gear that was 12:1, meaning each gear has 12 teeth, and the pinion has one
tooth. this is a standard gear ratio for the larger range of belt drive applications.
this gear will require a 12 tooth profile, and a 1 tooth profile. you could probably
use a couple of different materials to make your gears, but we are using wood

here. however, with its modular architecture and intuitive interface, gear can be
used as a 2d or 3d editor without the need for a large workstation or complex
plugins. for 3d models, gear includes a 3d scanner that can be used to scan

large objects, along with a 3d modelling app that lets you paint out or edit your
models. gears are easy to understand, make, and use, if you know the

vocabulary and can space the gears at the correct distance apart. one nice thing
about gears is that if you know any two things about them lets say outer
diameter and number of teeth you can use some simple equations to find

everything else you need to know, including the correct center distance between
them. first, look over the anatomy of the spur gear pair in figure 1 and the vocab

below. 5ec8ef588b
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